GOVT. OF JAMMU & KASHMIR
DIRECTORATE OF SCHOOL EDUCATION, JAMMU

The Chief Education Officer,
Reasi.

No:- DSEI/Trg/ 12226-29   Dated: 06-06-2017
Sub: - Post Facto permission case of Sh. Sanjay Kumar Teacher Gps Kotli Manyotrian
      Distt Reasi
Sir,

Kindly refer to the subject / reference cited above, In this context, you are requested to seek explanation of the teacher who appeared in the examination without obtaining permission from the department. Why not disciplinary action is taken against the teacher. Submit the explanation with your specific comments to proceed ahead.

Joint Director SStt
Directorate of School Education,
Jammu.

Copy for information to the:-
1. P.A to Director School Education Jammu, for information of Worthy Director.
2. Incharge computer section for uploading in official web site.
3. Office Record.